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Introduction 1

Campaigning against Coal-Fired Power Plant in Pocheon, Korea
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Environmental justice

can be defined as "everyone equally protected from environmental and health risks, 

irrespective of race, income, culture or social class, and all members of the society 

pay evenly for environmental pollution and health risks”(Park, 2004).

Environmental justice movement

Warren county, the black community

in North Carolina, the United States in 1982
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NYC and Seoul

Table 1. Basic data NYC and Seoul

NYC Seoul

Mayor Bill de Blasio Won Soon Park

Population 8,440,000 10,386,339

Total Annual

GHG Emissions

(Tonnes per year)

51,310,978 49,660,915

Targets 80% reduction in GHG emissions by 2050 25% reduction in GHG emissions by 2020

City Plan

(with Energy Plan)
OneNYC

One Less Nuclear Power Plant

for Seoul

Emissions by Sector

Buildings 72%

Transportation 23%

Waste 5%

Industry (data forthcoming)

Other (data forthcoming)

Buildings 72%

Transportation 19%

Waste 6%

Industry 3%

Other (data forthcoming)

Source: Compact of Mayor website (www.compactofmayors.org/)



(Grosvenor, 2014)

NYC

Seoul

NYC

Seoul
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Energy justice

Yun (2004) said that the studies on environmental justice can be conducted by questioning the 

processes of energy production and consumption, the decision-making process, and the distribution 

of the benefits and costs.

Kirsten Jenkins et al. (2016) made review of the concept of energy justice. The studies of 

energy justice is a new interdisciplinary social science research area that applies justice principles to 

energy policy, energy production and consumption, and energy security. 
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Energy justice

defines the concept of an energy system that partially distributes the benefits and 

costs of energy services and has open decision-making processes.

Distributional

justice

Recognition

justice

Procedural

justice

• the location of energy 

production facilities

• the energy price put a lot 

of pressure on the energy 

poor

• communities or groups 

that are neglected in 

energy-related services 

and information

• the communities and 

citizens participates in the 

energy-related decision-

making processes with a 

sense of ownership

(Jenkins et al., 2016)
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Energy policy in NYC and Seoul

NYC

• OneNYC

(The Plan for a Strong and Just City)

• Reduce the city’s greenhouse gas emissions 

by 80% by 2050 relative to 2005 levels

Our Growing, Thriving City

Our Just and Equitable City

Our Sustainable City

Our Resilient City

• 80x50 Goal has 4 sections with supporting 

innitiative

Energy, Building,

Transportation, Waste

Seoul

• Seoul Sustainable Energy Action Plan

(One Less Nuclear Power Plant Phase 2)

• Achievement of 20% Self-Reliance Ratio in 

Electricity by 2020

A city pursuing decentralized energy production

Social structure based on efficient, low energy 

consumption

Creation of good jobs through innovations

Promotion of energy-sharing, warm 

communities

• 88 projects under 23 tasks in 4 categories

(http://energy.seoul.go.kr)
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Energy policy in NYC and Seoul

① whether citizens' 

voices are reflected 

at the planning 

phase of the policy

• the ideas of thousands of New Yorkers such as civic, community, 

business leaders, 70 City agencies and offices and many 

regional partners

• explains how environmental justice is directly reflected in four 

visions.

-> no specific plan on how to listen to voices

NYC

Seoul

• has three values; The value of energy independence, the value 

of sharing, and the value of participation

• Seoul emphasizes what it puts as its greatest value by naming 

it 'Citizen is energy’.

• a citizen committee composed of 25 people including civil society, 

business, religious, feminine, education, and culture

• 400 people attended the social fiction debate in March 2014 and 

gave various opinions
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Energy policy in NYC and Seoul

② whether there 

are good ways for 

citizens to actively 

participate in the 

implementation of 

policy

NYC

Seoul

• community-shared solar PV projects

• GreeNYC public education campaign

training for building owners and tenants to recognize that 

there must be a change in their energy use

• Energy and Water Retrofit Accelerator

financing and incentive, and other resources offerings

• New York City Energy Efficiency Corporation (NYCEEC)

provide information on energy efficiency funding

and tax incentives

• the vision of the policy itself is the achievement of the goal 

through citizen participation

• the Mini-PV Project

• Solar PV citizens' Funds, Seoul FIT, Energy Designer

• Baek and Yun (2015) → ‘Energy Citizenship’
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In the perspective of procedural energy justice,

NYC

Seoul

the participation of citizens is the most crucial factor

in the vision and specific plan in Seoul

The following implications,

① policy can be analyzed by procedural energy justice.

② necessary to examine whether the aspect of energy justice is reflected in the international 

evaluation index related to climate change adaptation

③ important that the opinions of the citizens are reflected at the planning stage of the policy, 

and further, the main actors should become citizens at the implementation stage.



Limitation 11

 The study is an analysis from the only literature and did not reflect 

what was really happening in the local and community units in each city

 Because this study is an preparatory research, it seems like it started strongly 

and ended weakly.

 The methods for this comparative study are somehow week and not quantitative. 

 and so on.... 
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